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44  Apr-02         24 
Chatham 
Islands bird dog taiko: breeding burrows were found this year: two by telemetry and one by ground searching with a dog. 

44  Apr -02 24 Kapiti Island bird dog 
Twenty brown teal have been released on Kapiti over the past two years. Of these, six are known to have died..A 
survey for brown teal using a trained dog will be carried out within the next few months 

bird dog Whio: Dave Barker and his dog Gus, searched the Oparara River and its tributaries for blue duck. 49  Jun -03 18 West Coast 
52  Mar -04  14 Wellington bird dog taiko: located using a combination of telemetry and searching with a dog 
53  Jun -04 4 Waikato bird dog kiwi: some of these birds were not monitored from birth (dog finds) 

52  Mar -04 28 Raoul Island cat dog 
Scott Theobald spent the best part of November and December 2003 on Raoul with two dogs searching specifically for 
cat sign, and failed to find anything definite.  

40  Mar-01 11 Southland cat dog, rat dog 

Tuhua (Mayor Island): In October the entire island was searched by the cat dog..In January both [a] cat dog and a rat 
dog went to the island, when sign of neither was detected.. A further trip with the dogs is intended for November. 
Meantime the tracking tunnels will be maintained.  

46  Sep -02 11 Tuhua Island cat dog, rat dog 

Tuhua: Following the air drop of bait in 2000, there has been several follow up visits to look for rats and cats. The 
intention being to eradicate Norway rat and kiore by primary and for cats to all die from secondary poisoning. 
Sometimes with Scott Theobald and his dogs, or simply to run lines of snap traps and tracking tunnels for rats, and fish 
baited leg hold traps for cats.  

46  Sep -02 11 Raoul Island cat dog, rat dog 

At the moment Arab (with Sally the black lab), Nick Torr, and Steve Allen are doing the follow up cat work through to 
mid October. In early October Scott Theobald goes up to Raoul with his hairy muts hopefully to confirm that he place is 
rat and cat free.  

38  Sep -00          7 Wanganui fish dog 
Last year the team tracked down the first ever record of a koaro spawning site which fuelled the enthusiasm to crack 
the elusive shortjawed kokopu. A new recruit to the team (Jazz, the dog) may have been the secret! 

52  Mar -04  25 Southland gecko dog 
Stewart Island hosted a team of lizard-seeking experts, including one canine version. Mandy Tocher and Puti Puti 
Rapua (gecko dog in training) 

51  Dec -03 6 Bay of Plenty 
kiwi aversion 
dog 

Kiwi have been given further protection in the Tongariro Forest Kiwi Sanctuary this year, with the gazettal of Tongariro 
Forest as a Controlled Dog Area and the introduction Avian Aversion training for hunting dogs run by local contractor 
Jim Pottinger. The effectiveness of the dog training is unproven, but there is no doubting the value of the opportunity it 
creates in getting a kiwi safe message through to the dog's owners.  

46  Sep -02 12 
Auckland 
Island pig dog, cat dog 

 Auckland Island:..eradication..for pig looks like a combination of poison, shooting, leg hold traps, and lastly dogs. For 
cats a combination of the same methods (as for pig), but probably using the same toxin in a different bait.  

49  Jun -03          3 Auckland plant dog 

 On Great Barrier Island (GBI) we have no known sites of Dactylanthus but tantalising reports from the locals that it 
does grow there. We were lucky enough to be able to borrow Graeme Atkins from ECHB Conservancy for a week, who 
along with his dog Mohiti, helped us scour parts of the northern bush on GBI. We didn't find any Dactylanthus 

46  Sep -02 12 rabbit dog 

In the Inner Hauraki Gulf, an attempt is being made to eradicate rabbits from Motuihe Island (for the second time) 
using 1080 on diced carrot as the knockdown mechanism. Poisoning the Island followed two prefeeds, and the results 
were an impressive high 90's kill. Follow up will be with the usual arsenal of traps, gassing, guns, and dogs, not 
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necessarily in that order 

rat dog 

Campbell Island rat eradication: Now it is a case of sit back and wait for two years, to give any rats that may have 
survived a chance to breed to detectable numbers, before a check using dogs and traps can hopefully declare the 
operation a success. 

rat dog 
A team of six DOC staff, along with Jak the rat dog, recently returned to Bluff after a month searching for rats on 
Campbell Island.  

42  Oct -01             17 Southland 

49  Jun -03 22 

38  Sep -00  13 Southland stoat dog Te Kakahu: Trained stoat dogs are also taken on each trip to Te Kakahu and have yet to find any sign there. 

stoat dog 
The next check on Anchor will be November, when five tracking tunnel lines and trained stoat-detection dogs will be 
used to check for stoat presence.  42  Oct -01 17   Southland 

43  Dec-01  2 Northland stoat dog specially trained dog , Tui, to search for stoat dens..then controlled using the fumigant Magtoxin 

48  Apr -03          9 
Nelson/ 
Marlborough stoat dog 

Two mustelids have turned up on Maud Island: a stoat trapped in February and a weasel in March. Upgrading the 
detection system..and a visit from Scott Theobald and his stoat dog Tui, failed to find evidence of further animals. 

transmitter dog 
Pateke/brown teal:   Now, if birds go missing from the area, it is equally likely that their transmitter has failed as it is 
they have dispersed.  Indicator dog work is the only way to recover these birds 50  Sep -03            2 Northland 

52  Mar -04            2 Northland transmitter dog 
At Mimiwhangata Coastal Park: pateke:  “Missing” birds are often identified by band combinations or dog survey in 
later months, carrying dead transmitters.  
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